JENNIE BAG

FINISHED SIZE: 16” WIDTH X 11” HEIGHT X 2” DEPTH (APPROX.)
The Jennie Bag is a unique yet classic design you can easily
carry and make! With the interesting opening, you can store
all of your necessities in a quick and easy access. A project
designed to be made with faux leather; an ideal pattern for
the first-time faux leather crafters! With a simple yet classic
design, this bag can be a statement piece that will never go
out of style! Moreover, this pattern is a beginner friendly
pattern that can be easily enjoyed by sewers of all levels.
Carry your own Jennie Bag today!
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MATERIAL LIST
FABRIC

OTHERS

44” wide medium weight home decorator, quilting
weight cotton or faux leather
(1/2) Yard for exterior fabric
(1/2) Yard for lining

(1) Set of 45mm width x 15mm height x 37mm depth
triple layer bag lock
(1) 10” All-purpose zipper for lining zipper pocket
(1) Spool of coordinating thread

44” wide leather of artificial leather for fabric bag
(1/4) Yard for strap and front lock strap

* All units are inches.
* Seam allowance 3/8” unless otherwise specified.
** After printing the pattern and taping the pieces
together, please follow the reference the provided
size guide (3" or 5"). If the pattern fits inside a single
page of letter and/or A4 paper then taping is not
required.
** Patterns marked as A4 are for users who utilize the
A4 standard paper size. If the pattern fits inside a
single page of letter and/or A4 paper then a separate
A4 size file is not included, as the pattern will work
with both paper sizes

INTERFACING (Interfacing is not required for the
leather bag)
(1/2) Yard for of 44” wide light or medium weight
fusible interfacing
© 2019 Copyright of ithinksew.com
The finished products may only be sold when the
following conditions are applied.
*Full credit must be given to ithinksew.com for the
patterns (both online and offline). For example, when
products are sold online, they must include a statement
saying “This pattern was designed by ithinksew.com.”
When sold offline, a tag must be attached, stating, “The
finished products may only be made by crafters. It may
not be mass produced.” The conditions above may
change.

TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine,
Pins, Needle, Shape tool, Hammer, Rotary cutter,
Cutting mat, Screwdriver (for triple layer lock)
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